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The Aim of the Project



Aim 

“We wanted to know if we can link tortuosity of the blood vessels 
in the eyes with cardiovascular diseases by using programming 

and bioinformatics.”



Background of the project



The importance of this subject

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/cardiovascular-diseases-(cvds)



Why eye fundus ?

Our first eye fundus from the UK BioBank



What’s ARIA ?

https://www.me.iastate.edu/bglab/files/2014/10/AriaLogo.png https://summitlife.org/good-roots-summit-life-today/



What’s tortuosity and how was it calculated ?

We have two type of tortuosity :

- Distance Factor : 

-



What software/programming languages did we used ?

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/MATLAB https://www.python.org/ https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-dev
el/doc/html/NEWS.html



What is the original dataset ?



Preliminary Results



Plot of the blood vessels taking into account their diameter
We decided to use python with the 
following main packages :

numpy

matplotlib

However, we did not manage to 
perfectly fit the diameter of points to the 
vessels on the image



Observation of the distance between each point of a 
vessel

The vessels to be seems to be 
continuous, without big gaps between 
points.

Therefore, we decided that euclidean 
distance would be used to measure 
distances.



Observation of the diameter of vessels

The visualisation of the diameter 
showed some big gaps along some 
segments (green points)

Whereas, some segments seemed to 
have continuous diameter values

We wondered whether these gaps 
were visible on the Image



Observation of gaps in the diameter of vessels

We mathematically extracted these 
gaps and plotted them on the image.

We didn’t see any visual correlation 
between these gaps and a sudden 
change in diameter of a subpart of a 
vessel.

Therefore, we decided to ignore 
these values and to use the median 
of diameters to represent this feature.



Tortuosity measurement implementation : 1st method
(Distance Factor)

We can notice some very tortuous 
vessels, but most of the other vessels 
have a tortuosity close to 1.

It seems that there is no correlation 
between this tortuosity and the 
diameter of a vessel.



Tortuosity measurement implementation : 2nd method

Algorithm:

Find the center of the circle for each 
set of 3 points along a vessel

Compute and sum 1/radius

Divide by the length of the vessel



Visualisation of highly tortuous vessels

Most tortuous vessel with the 1st 
method seem to highlight artifacts 
produced by ARIA software 

Highly tortuous vessels (1st 
method) seem to be reflect 
tortuous vessels

Most tortuous vessels obtained 
with the 2nd method don’t seem to 
be very tortuous, maybe because 
of many small curves



Algorithm :

- Bash command : ls > preprocess.txt
- Preprocessing : identify pair of eyes or single eyes (this step enables easy 

parallelisation)
- Calculated the Distance Factor and the median diameter for each vessel
- Extract the median difference of tortuosity and diameter between pair of eyes  
- Write the output in a well formatted file

Calculation of Distance Factors for 50 eye fundus



Basic dataset for statistical work



Using R for statistical analysis : plot 1



Using R for statistical analysis : plot 1



Using R for statistical analysis : plot 2



Using R for statistical analysis : boxplot for the first eye fundus

The data is very crushed and the outliers 
cause a complete unreadability of our 
results.



Using R for statistical analysis : boxplot for the 4th first eye 
fundus



Boxplot for all of the values (DF)



Removal of outliers of the first fundus



We removed the outliers for the 47 others



Remark for the left and right eyes : are they different ?

16,67 16,99



Are they now significantly different ?

We used a Welch t-test with non paired data because the sample did not have the same size.

Hypothesis : “There are no differences between the right and the left eye”

→ They are significantly different in term of diameter



And for the Distance Factor ?

1.1274721.136779



Are they now significantly different ?

We used a Welch t-test with non paired data because the sample did not have the same size.

Hypothesis : “There are no differences between the right and the left eye”

→ They are not significantly different in term of distance factor



Hypothesis
● If we take the ratio between arteriolar and venular widths as an index of generalized arteriolar 

narrowing, will this be linked to the presence of CVDs ?

● We know that we can link narrower retinal arterioles and wider retinal venules to long-term risk of 
mortality and ischemic stroke in both sexes, but how much is it predictive in a specific sex ?

● Is this biomarker reproductible for both man and women and is it sensitive ?

● On a totally different level, knowing that the pressure inside the arterioles, does that mean that they are 
less tortuous ?

● If we have a high tortuosity in a vein/ an artery, what does that mean ?

● Is the length or other features of the blood vessels linked to something specific ? Sex ? Wearing glasses 
? Age ? CVDs ?



What needs to be done ?



Graphically

● Mapping each outlier segment in order to know if they are relevant and find a 
threshold above which we can exclude values

● Apply all updates to the Wiki

Mathematically

● Seeing if the right and the left eye are significantly different for a given feature 
● Linking diseases with vessels tortuosity/diameter/length phenotypes
● If we don’t find significant results we could add another feature which is the 

classification of vessels into Veins or Artery

Maybe try to implement a simple machine learning method to our 
diseases/features…



Questions ?


